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we are ››› viridian reclaimed wood
Most people think of reclaimed wood as lumber from old 
barns and schoolhouses. Our story was born in 2004 with 
an idea between two friends and a lot of grit to rescue 
some really amazing wood from the shipyard from ending 
up in a landfill. Wood from international ports arrives daily 
as shipping pallets and crates, but it’s extremely difficult 
to recycle. Through years of trial and error we pioneered 
an award-winning process for up-cycling these dockside 
discards into products with lasting value.

tropical origins ›››  
local roots
All of our woods—even our most exotic 
species—are reclaimed and manufactured 
in the United States which keeps jobs and 
resources local. We do not import any lumber! 
Local craftsmen work to bring out the rich 
grain and unique characteristics of every piece 
of reclaimed wood. 

“   We love where we live, and we want to ensure 
the highest quality of life for generations. It’s  
why we do what we do.”

 Joe Mitchoff & Pierce henley, co-founders ›››

from the shipyards... to the discard bins...

to sorting at the warehouse... to being bundled for processing!



‹4› clad structural beams and ceiling insets with rustic douglas fir paneling. contrast rustic jakarta paneling ‹left wall› 
with fresh sawn light sort jakarta panelling ‹rear wall›. cover your counter with douglas fir beams. Ph
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order with confidence ›››
Our specialty is supplying large projects with 
consistent and easy to install materials.

› reliable stock  

› made in usa 

› affordable and versatile options  

› fsc® certified 

› short lead times  

› dependable inventories 

we ♥ custom! ››› 
Our state-of-the-art wood and finish shop 
can provide you with a custom solution. The 
finished products are masterfully designed, 
incredibly durable and built for quick and 
seamless installation. 
› pre-finished flooring and paneling  

› pre-made wall and casework panels 

› thin veneers for curved walls  

› distinctive milling profiles 

› custom tables and counters 
2012 Record Product – Editor’s Choice Award
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the look of ›››   
jakarta market blend ‹ rustic ›
Our flagship material is a show-stopping mix of 
dense Asian hardwoods that arrive in Portland as 
transpacific shipping crates carrying steel railroad 
track. Designers love the long lengths, punctuated 
by vertical jet black lines where the tracks sat on 
the crates. We rescue these dockside discards  
and give them new life in jakarta market blend.

stack solid jakarta boards to create intimacy and opennessconstruct fixtures from our prefabricated, engineered panels or solid t&g paneling— both are extremely durable.6› ‹7
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complete the look with a custom stencil over rustic panelling

pair rustic flooring with reclaimed gym bleacher tables

jakarta market blend ‹ rustic ›
The punishing conditions of heavy cargo and rough 
seas give every board a rustic look that is truly unique. 
Getting just the right combination of weathered style 
and functional substance is an art. We precision mill 
the face for tight -fitting installation while retaining the 
best qualities of the original rustic face.

8›
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the look of ››› jakarta market blend ‹ tropical mix ›
Just below the surface of the rugged exterior of jakarta boards are gorgeous, multicolored hardwoods 
bursting with personality. Fresh sawn faces are available in many colors and options, and all are well 
suited to high traffic locations. It’s extremely versatile. 

10› prefinished engineered flooring on vertical surfaces makes for a quick and clean install
jakarta boards affixed to siberian spruce posts
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the many looks of ››› jakarta market blend
We’re experts at customizing jakarta market blend and we’re eager to help make your project a 
success. Create your own look using a custom stain, or specify your own percentage mix of light sort, 
dark sort or rustic faces. Stencil or etch a logo onto one of our premade engineered panels. Use thin 
boards for curved walls or a distinctive paneling profile to set your walls apart. The possibilities are 
endless and we will make your vision a reality.

mix-and-match rustic face with fresh sawn boards

thin veneers for curved walls

 envelope your entry with pre-finished engineered flooring and paneling
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the look of ››› fishtail oak
This is not the run-of-the-mill oak you grew up with! Reclaimed from shipping crates from the Port of 
Portland, this high-quality exotic oak species has many variations of chocolate, honey and cinnamon. 
Like the scales of a fish, iridescent copper flecks give this oak a lively feeling while maintaining a 
consistent look. The quarter sawn appearance and punctuations of charcoal marbling provide a rich 
look that can warm a modern space or blend beautifully with traditional environments.
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‹17›‹16› gerding edlen laser etched their principles of place on siberian spruce

the look of ››› siberian spruce paneling
The frigid climate of subarctic Russia is a tough place for a tree to grow up. Once it’s cut down life 
gets even rougher, enduring grueling conditions of heavy cargo and harsh seas as crating material 
on ships. You can imagine the tragedy of this lumber making the journey all the way to America just 
to be discarded, so we rescue this stunning wood to create our siberian spruce paneling. It’s highly 
customizable, easy to work with, available in an array of stains and is our most affordable wall cladding.

16›

available in a spectrum of custom stains
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the look of ›››  circle sawn 
antique hardwoods
Reminiscent of a bygone era, some of our 
all-American mix of oak and other hardwoods 
are reclaimed from dismantled barns, while 
others get their rough-and-tumble character 
from carrying heavy cargoes throughout the 
US. We preserve its best aspects—the circle 
sawn marks, nail holes and vintage patina—and 
precision mill them with a proprietary brushing 
process that creates a subtle texture that is 
perfect for fast and consistent installs.

18› ‹19
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NEW the look of ››› good neighbor paneling
Robert Frost’s verse “good fences make good neighbors” is the inspiration for Viridian’s newest 
paneling line. We take fencing that has been exposed to the elements for years which created a patina 
in a spectrum of charcoals, grays, browns and moss greens that are unmistakable and genuine. All 
material is kiln dried, lightweight and can be milled a variety of ways for ease of installation.  

NEW the look of ››› 
tabletop & counter options
We design our tabletops around the needs of 
heavy-use environments and we craft them  
to stand the test of time. They are perfect for 
restaurant tables, office desks and home use. 
Our solid wood tables are available in a variety 
of reclaimed woods, custom stains and durable 
finish options to match any environment. You 
will love your tables for generations!

good neighbor ‹multi-toned› contains a colorful spectrum of redwood, cedar and even weathered painted boards20› ‹21

good neighbor ‹weathered redwood› 
contains grey and brown hues
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NEW the look of ››› route 66 truck deck 
Giant tractor-trailers transporting goods from coast-to-coast typically contain wide planks of 
heavy oak decking, but the hard-driven miles take their toll on these truck decks. Viridian is a 
pioneer in upcycling this wood into flooring and paneling with unparalleled character. Its top face 
has extremely rustic character from being on the “business end” of carrying heavy cargoes—
deep gouges, a thick patina and jet black holes where the bolts were torched out. The bottom 
face has a smoother surface and black oxide bands where the planks rested on the metal trailer 
frame. Both faces are truly rustic, unique and simply spectacular.

the look of ›››  
douglas fir ‹ gluelam beam›
Our Pacific Northwest base allows us to reclaim 
quite a bit of douglas fir gluelam from building 
deconstruction, and we save the best beams for our 
flooring , countertops and engineered panels. It  
has the classic warm honey color of douglas fir with 
the twist of uninterrupted vertical glue lines to  
create a custom, super-sleek and modern look.

both stair treads and panel bench douglas fir ‹gluelam beam› ‹23
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the look of ››› douglas fir ‹ gym bleachers›
Reclaimed from gymnasiums being renovated, this wonderful wood is literally  
in a class by itself. We have a variety of clear vertical grain, mixed grain, joined 
widths and occasionally we even get mahogany bleachers. They can be milled 
for a clean look or you can embrace the original face, complete with seat 
numbers and angst-filled teen graffiti ...you’ve been warned!

24› double laminated bleachers add heft to counters
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the look of ›››  
douglas fir ‹ beams ›
Abandoned warehouses, decrepit 
docks, even creaky old gymnasiums 
get our creative juices flowing 
because they’re full of the biggest 
and best old growth beams around. 
All of our beams are stringently 
graded and have gorgeous grain in a 
class unto itself—new lumber cannot 
compare. With over half a million 
board feet of douglas fir, we cover 
every size and length conceivable.

community table and custom benches made from long beams and a vintage stain define this dining room. douglas fir paneling ‹rustic› rounds out the background.
beams make sturdy stair treads
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the look of ››› old growth ‹ rustic ›
Our old growth rustic flooring is a mix of doug fir and pine that is loaded with character from its 
prior life as a structural beam including saw marks, nail holes, black oxide stains and weathered 
patina—no faux finishes here! The material is precision milled to be foot-friendly while remaining 
true to its industrial origins. Mix widths and lengths to create a look all your own, and matching 
beams are available.

floors douglas fir ‹rustic› and paneling douglas fir ‹vertical grain› ‹ 29



the look of ›››  
douglas fir ‹ mixed grain ›
Deconstructing old buildings provides a  
bounty of gorgeous douglas fir, offering you 
many widths and options to mix-and-match  
to achieve a custom look. Our vertical grain  
is as tight as they come, and much of our  
mixed grain is often mistaken for VG. We also  
reclaim the naily joists from old warehouses, 
removing all nails, but it’s worth the effort to 
craft our flooring and paneling.

douglas fir ‹mixed grain› with a rich vintage stain, provides excellent value when rustic is not an option ‹ 31
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in good company ››› 

the look of ›››  
european beech
Salvaged in Portland from crating used to 
import windmills, our european beech paneling 
is bursting with character! Its blonde-tan  
palette with occasional veins of brown and 
peach provide a light, fresh look that can 
brighten a traditional space or add warmth to  
a modern interior. 

The standard profile has a ⅛" shiplap reveal,  
and there are many other profiles available. It 
looks great natural, it accepts stains consistently 
and we can prefinish it in any custom stain to 
make installation easier. 

429 North Broadway, Portland  or 97227
phoNE ››› 877.909.WooD (9663)    Email ››› info@viridianwood.com    WEb ››› viridianwood.com

Stop by our showroom to see all of our wood samples!

32›

have questions, need samples or a quote? ›››

order with confidence ››› 
rELiabLE stock ›  
We have deep, dependable inventories 
and are able to supply large and multi-site 
projects with consistent material.

short LEaD timEs ›  
Our guarantee–every order on time  
and on budget. 

maDE in usa ›  
All wood is reclaimed and manufactured 
in USA to keep jobs, resources and money 
where it should be, local!

afforDabLE anD vErsatiLE oPtions ›  
We have products for every budget and  
we offer turnkey solutions.

100% fsc® cErtifiED ›  
Forest Stewardship Council® is the  
global standard for responsible forestry  
and we’re proud to be a part of it.

LEED® ›  
Our products are eligible for many  
LEED credits.

‹ 33
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redwood ‹flat and VG›fishtail oak route 66 truck deck ‹front›

gym bleacher ‹clean face› douglas fir beams

route 66 truck deck ‹back › circle sawn antique 
hardwoods

old school maple gym floor

gym bleacher ‹fir or pine›

jakarta ‹rustic› jakarta ‹dark sort› jakarta ‹tropical mix› jakarta ‹ light sort › jakarta ‹decking profile› siberian spruce custom stains available in 
most woods

european beech

good neighbor 
‹weathered redwood›

good neighbor ‹multi-toned›

american classic white oak douglas fir ‹rustic› douglas fir ‹mixed grain› douglas fir ‹vertical grain› douglas fir ‹gluelam beam›

flooring and paneling options ››› paneling options ›››

we ♥ custom! ›››   
Our state-of-the-art wood  

and finish shop can provide you  
a custom solution.

looking for  
something unique? ›››  

We often have amazing 
“one off ” materials and access  

to many other materials!  
We love custom projects! 

photos and specs available at 
viridianwood.com ‹35
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››› sustain. innovate. create.

429 North Broadway, Portland  or 97227
Phone ››› 877.909.WooD (9663)    eMail ››› info@viridianwood.com    Web ››› viridianwood.com


